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between blood transfusion and incident AKI in a
population-based prospective cohort study. Data

were drawn from 84,594 community-dwelling
adults aged 40-79 years who participated in a

population-based prospective cohort study. The
primary outcome was incident AKI. Blood

transfusion was measured as the exposure. There
was a significant interaction between blood

transfusion and the baseline estimated
glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) for developing
AKI (pinteraction = 0.0068). For eGFR or =60

ml/min/1.73 m(2), transfusion was not associated
with incident AKI (adjusted OR: 1.05, 95% CI

0.88-1.25, p = 0.59), with an NNH of 21 (95% CI
13-46). A protective association was also

observed in participants with a baseline eGFR
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bq2415x_gadget_disconnect; bq->automode = 1;
/* set automode according to first control

message from host */ hw = bq->hw; if
(hw->ops.get_int_status == NULL) { ret = -EIO;

goto error_ret; } ret =
hw->ops.get_int_status(hw); /* clear interrupt
status */ hw->ops.clear_int_status(hw); if (ret
automode == 1) { bq2415x_reset_hw(bq, B
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